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October 14, 2018 

Scripture: 

Psalm 119:105-112 

Hebrews 4:1-16 

2 Timothy 3:10-17 

 

“God’s Word.” 

 

God’s Word is the most powerful tool --- the most powerful weapon ---- the 

most important thing of all that we have been blessed with to build up our 

faith. 

 

More than fellowship ---- more than prayer ---- more than any other art form 

---- including music --- poetry --- paintings and philosophy ----- more than 

anything else in all of creation ---- the Word of God builds faith. 

 

The Word of God is the pre-eminent faith builder. 

 

And we know this why ---- because scripture says so ---- Romans 10 verse 

17 reads ---  

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

Again ---- this is God’s Word --- not my word s small “w” word ---- not 

someone else’s small “w” word ----- but God’s large “W” ---- Word. 

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” ---- Romans 10: 17. 

 

Faith comes chiefly from the Word of God. 

 

Unfortunately we live in a time now where we think nothing is absolute --- 

and everything is debatable and negotiable. 

 

Even some Christians --- many Christians perhaps even ---- think they can 

pick and choose what scriptures apply to them and which ones don’t. 

  

We live in a time where we think everything is up for debate --- we think 

everything can be changed a little to fit our tastes --- likes ---- wants and 

needs. 
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And to a fault just as we approach other texts --- taking and leaving bits and 

pieces -- we think we can do this with scripture as well. 

 

Heaven forbid if we ever get to a place where we think we know better than 

scripture --- where we think we know better than God. 

 

So when the scriptures say --- as they do --- that --- “…faith comes from 

hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word about 

Christ.” --- it means that this applies to us as well --- faith comes to us 

chiefly from the Word --- and we know this because the Bible says so. 

 

Scripture stands above all else --- even --- especially us --- and what we 

think --- and what we know --- and what we want --- and what we like. 

 

And this is a place ---- our church --- our worship --- our community of faith 

--- this is a place that is --- above all else --- all about God and His Word. 

 

As John Calvin so rightly notes --- “scripture has a clarity and precision that 

far exceeds all other writings.” 

 

“scripture has a clarity and precision that far exceeds all other writings.” 

 

And then Living Faith --- from our national church’s committee on Doctrine 

---- “the scriptures are necessary --- sufficient --- reliable --- revealing Jesus 

Christ the Living Word.” 

 

But enough of just human words --- both of our passages today speak of the 

power --- necessity --- and supremacy of scripture. 

 

First ---- Hebrews 4 verse 12 --- 

“For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged 

sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it 

judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” 

 

And then 2 Timothy 3: 16-17 --- 

“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 

correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be 

thoroughly equipped for every good work.” 
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And as mentioned already ---- Romans 10: 17 ---  

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

Blunt --- to the point --- powerful ---- clear --- precise --- life giving --- life 

saving ----- supreme --- sufficient ---that’s scripture. 

 

It is our greatest gift from God ---- that and His living Word --- Jesus Christ 

--- and then of course the Holy Spirit --- these are our greatest gifts and our 

greatest treasures --- they are all we need in this world --- submit to them 

and all will be well. 

 

Submit to them and don’t worry there will be food and shelter and the rest of 

the secondary worldly things that we so often consider primary. 

 

What a blessing ----- God’s Word --- scripture ---- Gods’ Living Word --- 

Jesus Christ ---- and the Holy Spirit that enlightens and enlivens and brings 

to light the truth of the Word. 

 

Our final verse from Hebrews today reads this way ----  

“Let us then approach God’s throne of grace with confidence, so that we 

may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need.” 

 

“Let us then approach God’s throne of grace with confidence, so that we 

may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need.” 

 

The original word for the word translated confidence here --- is “parresia” in 

Greek ----- and ---- “parresia” ----- at its root means to speak freely. 

 

“Parresia”--- means to speak plainly --- one who speaks the truth plainly 

frankly publicly ------ it has to do with openness and sincerity of speech. 

 

“Let us then approach God’s throne of grace --- speaking plainly and boldly 

--- speaking openly ---- sincerely ------ so that we may receive mercy and 

find grace to help us in our time of need.” 

 

This same word --- or the same root of this word ---- “parresia” ---- is 

precisely what God does in scripture --- speaks frankly ---- openly --- 

truthfully --- sincerely --- and in a way that is binding. 
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We have this great open ---- truthful ---- frank --- revelation of God this is 

His Holy Word. 

 

And we have it at our fingertips every single day --- the question is how 

often do we actually consult it? 

 

Most of us likely spend more time on our phone --- or tablet --- or computer 

----- or in front of a TV screen than we do with God’s Word. 

 

How many people ---- anybody --- can anybody honestly say they spend 

more time reading God’s Word than they do on their phone --- tablet --- TV 

--- computer --- or reading or whatever. 

 

Few --- very few ---- of us. 

 

And yet we all likely think we’re pretty good Christians --- pretty good 

people. 

 

Well the news is we’re not called to be good people --- we’re called to be 

good Christians --- faithful disciples ----- humble followers ---- and good 

Christians --- faithful disciples --- humble followers ---- spend time --- spend 

lots of time in God’s Word ----- or at least ought to. 

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

Talking about God --- reading other books about God --- singing songs 

about God --- looking at sculptures or pictures about biblical events --- 

ultimately these things --- according to scripture ----- are not primary faith 

builders ---- the Word is the primary faith builder --- immersion in the Word 

equals immersion in faith. 

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” ---- that’s the “parresia” --- that’s the frank --- open -

-- sincere word of God for today. 

 

The other things may help --- ----- poems --- sculptures – paintings ---- 

philosophy ----- songs ---- they help for sure but they are like salt --- they are 

enhancers --- additions --- not the core piece. 
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Salt helps enhance flavours --- but nobody simply pours a plate of salt and 

considers it a meal in and of itself. 

 

Anybody ever opened of a box of Windsor salt and simply poured it on a 

plate and called it a meal. 

  

The heart of the meal is the Word of God. 

 

The heart of what nourishes us in life is the Word of God. 

 

Romans 10: 17 ---- “…faith comes from hearing the message, and the 

message is heard through the word about Christ.” 

 

The Word builds up our faith. 

 

“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 

correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be 

thoroughly equipped for every good work.” 

 

You can’t make it any clearer than that now can you? 

 

It is the Word of God that teaches us ----- rebukes us --- corrects us ---- and 

trains us in righteousness --- in right living ----- so that we may be 

thoroughly equipped for whatever it is that God has in store for us. 

 

“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 

correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be 

thoroughly equipped for every good work.” 

 

And ---  

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

And ---- and here is where the Word starts acting like the double edged 

sword from the verse just before this one ------ our passage from Hebrews 

today includes --- the second half of verse 13 from Hebrews 4 ---  

“Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we 

must give account.” 
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“Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we 

must give account.” ----- in other words one day we will all have to give an 

account of our lives before God. 

 

Here’s verses 12 and 13 in their entirety ---- 

 

“For the word of God is alive and active.  

Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul 

and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the 

heart. Nothing in all creation is hidden from God’s sight. Everything is 

uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we must give 

account.” 

 

How will it look ---- if when we come before God ---- and He asks us why 

we didn’t take the time to read scripture more --- we answer with something 

like --- “Well you know God I liked watching movies more than reading 

your Word. ----- I hope you can understand they were much more fun.” 

 

Or --- “Well you know God I liked reading other books more than I liked 

reading your book. --- The stories were more entertaining.” 

 

“It was kind of harsh you know --- the Bible is kind of harsh God --- it didn’t 

really make me feel all that good ---- it hurt my feelings or made me 

uncomfortable sometimes even ----- it asked too much of me ----- so I 

mostly just read other books --- some of them were even about your Word --

---- isn’t that good enough ---- are you down with that God?” 

 

Or what about this one ---- “You know God I really preferred to look at 

paintings ---- a lot of them were paintings about things that happened in your 

Word --- but I preferred the paintings as opposed to actually reading your 

Word --- you can understand that can’t you God?” 

 

Or what about this one --- “You know God I know all about your Word --- 

but I preferred listening to songs --- and singing songs --- as opposed to 

reading your Word --- many of the songs were about your Word ---- and you 

--- but I just preferred them because they’re easier and more fun --- they 

made me feel good --- are you down with that God.” 
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God doesn’t want us just to be engaged in embracing His Word --- once 

removed ---- in other expressions --- as good and true and faithful as they 

may be --- they are once removed ---- and they are to come after we have 

first immersed ourselves in His Word as additions and enhancers --- not the 

main meal. 

 

Trust me I know ---- I love the once removed stuff ---- I’ve bought more 

books and more albums and more CD’s than anyone one person should 

probably ever have bought --- I even started working at a bookstore and a 

music store for years to cut the costs of buying books and music and other 

forms of human expression --- art --- but as scripture reminds us today -------

------- none of it all adds up to anything even close to scripture. 

 

Trust me --- I know ---- I’ve tried --- nothing builds faith like the Word of 

God --- nothing can or ever will build faith like the Word of God. 

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

If we spent as much time planning when we would read the Bible as we do 

planning our days off and our vacations --- our leisure times and our leisure 

activities --- we’d soon see a faithfulness in us that we would hardly even 

recognize. 

 

And to be clear this isn’t mean to be a downer --- if you’re hearing this is a 

downer it means you and God have some chatting to do ----- work it out with 

God. 

 

This is a reminder --- a powerful ---- and not very subtle reminder ---- that 

we need to immerse ourselves in the Word of God ----- we need to bathe --- 

sit in --- they way we sit in water. 

 

I had a teacher --- a mentor --- who said to me ---- “Jonathan bathe in God’s 

Word --- bathe in the passage you’re going to preach on ---- all week --- 

leading up to Sunday bathe in the passage.” ---- good advice. 

 

In other words sit in it ----- and sit in it all stripped down and free from all 

the junk of this world. 
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If we know that --- “…faith comes from hearing the message, and the 

message is heard through the word about Christ.” 

 

And if we know that --- “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for 

teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the 

servant of God  may be thoroughly equipped for every good work. “ 

 

And if we know that ---- “For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper 

than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, 

joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” 

 

Than it’s on us if we haven’t bathed in it --- immersed ourselves in God’s 

Word. 

 

How would you feel right now --- if Christ returned here now --- right now. 

 

If God asked you today ------ right now --- give and account of your life --- 

how do you think it would go --- and more specifically if God were to ask 

you today --- how have you done with immersing your self in my Word -----

- how would you answer?” 

 

Don’t bother telling me or your partner or your friends how you would 

answer --- that’s between you and God --- but how would --- how could you 

honestly answer that question. 

 

Those of you who want more action items --- coming out of the sermon here 

are two: 

 

1. go home and read the Bible  

and  

2. go home and think about how you might give an account of your Bible 

reading if the world ended today. 

 

Jesus never shared romanticized and sentimentalized religion or spirituality. 

 

He shared --- He lived --- He embodied the Gospel and He asks the very 

same of us ----- in our walks of faith. 

 

“Follow me” ----- He said. 
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He who knew the Word --- He who was the Word. 

 

Jesus knew the scriptures backwards and forwards ---- remember post 

resurrection on the road to Emmaus from Luke 24 ----- Jesus is walking with 

2 disciples when this happens --- verse 27 from Luke 24 ---  

“And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what 

was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself.” 

 

“And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what 

was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself.” 

 

Jesus knew the scriptures --- Jesus explained the scriptures --- Jesus was the 

scriptures come alive. 

 

To know God. 

 

To know the will of God. 

 

To know Jesus. 

 

To know the way of Jesus. 

 

We must know the scriptures. 

 

It’s a non-negotiable. 

 

And in a culture that figures anything and everything is negotiable ---- we 

still have a lot to learn.  

 

I don’t know about you but I can tell you I’m embarrassed sometimes how 

little I know. 

 

How much I have to learn and grow and be humbled by the Word. 

 

It happens amore and more to me now --- where I’ll be reading along in the 

scriptures and suddenly a verse or phrase will jump out at me off the page 

and I’ll have no idea what it means --- where it comes from --- why it 

matters --- and it will stick in my craw --- or in my head --- or in my heart. 
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And I’ll think to myself --- how have I never noticed this before. 

And then I can’t let it go --- or more importantly it can’t let me go ---- and 

it’s days of pondering reading --- re-reading ---- looking up --- and so on ---- 

praying --- meditating ---- reading and re-reading the Word. 

 

In truth it doesn’t matter how much we know or how much we remember --- 

what matters is that we are immersed in it --- immersed in the Word. 

 

Humbled by the Word. 

 

Enamoured by the Word. 

 

Connected to and with the Lord in the Word. 

 

Growing up my father often played this game after dinner. 

 

My father was a Presbyterian minister --- but he’s long dead now --- God 

rest His soul. 

 

After a meal was eaten --- he would hand me his Bible ------ turn his back 

and ask me to read one verse --- one verse --- any one verse. 

 

This is a true story --- it happened often after dinner --- lunch whatever meal 

---- always --- and only after a meal. 

 

I would read one single verse from anywhere in the Bible --- and he would 

then --- sit and repeat it and think on it --- and then he would name the book 

--- “Son that’s from John’s Gospel he’d say.” ---- and then he’d narrow it 

down ---- “That’s pre crucifixion --- or that post resurrection” --- and so on -

---- and he’d narrow in to exactly where the verse was found. 

 

“John chapter 9 --- verse 9 or 10 or maybe even 11.” ---- he’d say. 

 

It blew me away --- I had never ----- and have never seen anyone do that --- 

and I don’t ever remember him getting stumped --- maybe he did ---- but 

he’s been dead some 10 years now -- so the possibility of him having made a 

mistake or been stumped grows smaller and smaller day by day. 

 

I’m sure he must have been stumped more than once but that isn’t what I 

remember. 
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You know what I do remember --- is that the “game” --- the challenge never 

ended there – in fact name that verse wasn’t at all what the exercise was all 

about ---- that just got my attention. 

 

What mattered most is that after the name that verse part --- he would 

explain the verse and why it mattered and what it revealed about God and 

how it could change my life and give my life meaning in Christ. 

 

You know the sentiments found in Deuteronomy 6 --- and elsewhere -- “tell 

your children and your children’s children” ---- tell the Bible stories ---- 

share the stories --- Joel 1:3.  

 

We are blessed --- blessed by this rich --- powerful --- live giving --- life 

saving Word --- this love story from God to us. 

 

What a blessing. 

 

Eugene Peterson writes ---- “Hebrews 3:3 reminds us that Jesus is the 

centerpiece of everything we believe” ---- and he goes on to say ---- “and 

our main and central task is to live in responsive obedience to God’s actions 

revealed in Jesus” ------ And then he concludes ----- “our part in the action is 

the act of faith.” 

 

Our part is the act of faith. 

 

And then as scripture --- Romans 10 verse 17 --- 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

“Our main and central task IS to live in responsive obedience to God’s 

actions revealed in Jesus” ----- and --- “our part in the action IS the act of 

faith.” 

 

And as ---Romans 10 verse 17 says --- 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

That’s a pretty clear concise --- frank ---- openly spoken --- Gospel truth. 
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And since we are called --- again according to scripture ---- our passage 

today --- Hebrews 4 verse 16 ------ since we are called to --- 

“…approach God’s throne of grace with clear --- frank ---- open --- and 

plain communication ------- we ought to get clear about out having the Word 

of God on our lips and in our mouths at all times. 

 

When the Word of God is on our lips --- when the Word of God is in our 

lives --- when the Word of God guides our lips and our lives --- something 

incredible and life giving begins to unfold. 

 

We begin to see ourselves not as independent --- scattered --- disconnected 

lives --- run by fear and anxiety --- always wanting to negotiate things and 

debate everything. 

 

Instead we begin to see that we are part of a much larger drama ---- a much 

larger ---- and grander and more beautiful story that is God’s story --- and so 

we give way --- and give over --- submit t it in humble obedience. 

 

The word obedience occurs 3 times in our Hebrews passage today – well 

obedience once and disobedience twice --- obedience is a faith term a 

Biblical term some people don’t like it but it is a theological term --- we are 

called to be obedient to God. 

 

When we rebel ----- when we are disobedient --- when we wander from the 

script that is God’s story ---- we lose confidence --- we lose meaning ---- we 

fail to realize how the little scenes that make up our lives are connected to 

the full sweep of God’s redemptive and saving drama that is ever unfolding 

through Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit of God. 

 

We cannot ever expect to make any sense of our lives if we are unable to see 

them within the context of God’s great and sweeping narrative of God’s 

continuing and unfolding narrative as revealed in the scriptures. 

 

We play our part but our part is rootless and without context if we are unable 

to place it within the greater drama and greater story that is God’s story. 

 

And the only way we can ever find how it fits ---- and finds meaning--- how 

wee fit and find meaning ---- is to immerse ourselves into the grand story  

that is God’s beautiful --- life saving Word. 
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Tom Long puts it this way in speaking about our passage from Hebrews 

today. 

 

“When our time comes in the divine drama ---- we are called upon to play 

out our part --- to speak and act in the name of God --- but the only sense 

that our momentary scene makes is as it is connected to the scenes that have 

gone before and to the ones that will come long after we have left the stage.” 

 

Our life only ever makes sense when we are able to see it in the context of 

the great and unfolding drama that is God’s drama --- God’s story. 

 

And in order to do that we must be familiar ---- acquainted with --- 

interested in --- and concerned with that great story in the first place. 

 

And seeing as we’ll have to make an account of our lives before God ----- 

“Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we 

must give account.” ------- we might as well get on with it. 

 

Scripture contextualizes our every struggle --- our every joy ----- our every 

move thought and consideration. 

 

As Psalm 119 says --- we sang it earlier --- we heard it in our call to worship 

---- Psalm 119 verse 105 

“Your word is a lamp for my feet, 

a light on my path.” 

 

As our passage today says ---- Hebrews 4: 12 ---- 

“For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged 

sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it 

judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” 

 

As our other reading today also says --- 2 Timothy 3: 16 and 17 --- 

“All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 

correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be 

thoroughly equipped for every good work.” 

 

It is a lamp for our feet --- it is a double edged sword ---- penetrating deep 

into our very being ---- it judges the thoughts and attitudes of our hearts --- it 

is God breathed --- useful for teaching --- rebuking – correcting and training 

in righteousness --- it equips us for the work that God has in mind for us.” 
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It is everything. 

 

 

Along with Jesus --- the Living Word --- and the Holy Spirit that enlivens it 

and explains it to us --- it is everything that we will ever need ---- period. 

 

If we want to put a poem into your heart --- or great a line from a movie into 

our heart --- or a song to be put into our heart --- but we aren’t willing to 

take the time to put the Word of God deep into our heart --- woe to us --- 

foolish are we. 

 

The book of Hebrews --- the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ for today is 

that we are to live in responsive obedience to the Word of God. 

 

The beautiful --- life giving --- meaning engendering --- powerfully 

contextualizing ----- life saving Word of God --- that’s what matters most in 

life. 

 

That’s what will always matter most in life. 

 

So --- we best get on with immerse ourselves in its beauty goodness and 

truth. 

 

“…faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through 

the word about Christ.” 

 

Amen 


